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On behalf of Macalester College, we extend our appreciation to all the contributors who, while meeting the deadlines, tolerated our anxieties. Undoubtedly, they have made the first Macalester International Roundtable a successful beginning.

Macalester College is very fortunate to be a beneficiary of the enormous generosity of DeWitt Wallace. He understood so well the critical link between the use of wealth, the flourishing of the intellect, and the imperatives of the cosmopolitan world-view. The roundtable would not have materialized nor would this publication have appeared if it were not for Wallace’s munificence. We salute him.

President Robert M. Gavin, Jr., expressed his enthusiasm and confidence by fully endorsing these initiatives and by keeping faith with our efforts. His quiet devotion to the college is, indeed, remarkable. We can easily say about Dr. Gavin what the legendary Professor James Wallace said of another tireless president of Macalester: “...the cross which [he carries] all the time [is] the discrepancy between what the college [is] and what he [knows] it should be.”